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We prove that the gap in optimal value, between a mixed-integer program in rationals and its 
corresponding linear programming relaxation, is bounded as the right-hand-side is varied. In 
addition, a variant of value iteration is shown to construct subadditive functions which resolve a 
pure-integer program when no dual degeneracy occurs. These subadditive functions provide 
solutions 10 subadditive dual programs for integer programs which are given here, and for 
which the values of prima! and dual problems are equal. 
In this paper, we continue our study, begun in [2], of the value function of a 
mixed-integer program. This function G provides the value G(6) of the program 
inf cx + dy, 
subject to AX + By = 6, 
X, y ao,\ 
x integer 
in variables x=(x,, . . . ,x,,), y-=(y,, y ) with right-hand-side (r.h.s.) 6 = ’ l ’ 9 . s 7 
(6 Ir. . . ,6,,,) and mlatrices A, I3 and vectors c, d conformally dimensioned. G(6) is 
defined only for 6 feasible, i.e., 6 for which the constraints of (MIP) are 
consistent. 
In [2], we emphasized bounds on G(6) [2, Theorem 2.11, a siructure theorem 
for G(6) 12, Theorem 3.311, and the extendability of G(6) [2, Theorem 4.61. Here 
our emphasis is on the difference between G(6) and the value function L(b) of 
the linear programming relaxation (LP) of (MIP) (see (LP) below). We show that 
the gap in value is finite (Corollary 1.3) and that in certain regions S9 (defined 
below) the gap function is subadditive (Theorem 2.6). Our investigation of the gap 
function leads quite naturally to a subadditive dual program for (MIP) (Theorem 
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2.4). which places the subadditive functions into a more tractable class of 
functions tharl does an earlier subadditive dual (see [7]). 
We also show that the subadditive functions needed in our dual programs can 
all be obtained by value-iteration, which replaces asubadditive function F, by an 
improved function F, + I that provides a better value in the dual program, with 
finite convergence guaranteed under many commonly-occxring hypuilieses 
(Theorem 2.8). 
Throughout our work, we have a standing assumption: 
A, f3, b, c a?d d are matrices of integers 619) 
In addition, we assume throughout that G(0) = 0 and r 3 1 if s = 0. The assump- 
tion G(0) = 0 is known to imply that (LP) below has a finite value if it is feasible 
(set e.g., [7]). The assumptions made here will be utilized below without explicit 
citation. 
Incidentally, the assumption G(0) = 0 is quite weak, and holds whesxer (MIP! 
is bounded belcw for even one feasible r.h.s. b. To see this, note that (x, y) =l(O, 0) 
is a solution to (MIP) for 6 = 0. Hence G(O)sO. If G(0) CO, let (x*, y*) 3 0 solve 
ex*+dy*<O, Ax%-By*= 0, with x* integer, and let (x0, y(j) be any solution to 
(NIP) for some feasible r.h.s. 6. Then note that, for any integer n ~4, 
(x”, v“)+ n(x”, y*) is also a solution for this r.h.s. b, with arbitrarily small criterion 
vatue: 
The results to follow are part of a theoretical development of the subadditive 
approach to (MIP) and do not immediately ielld algorithms, though certain 
results (e.g,, Theorem 2.8) are suggestive of algorithmic implementations. The 
functions studied here, such as G and L (see below) have special domains (e.g., 
feasible r.h.s. b), and are not defined off these domains; we chose this convention 
to the one in which e.g,, one sets G(b) = += for a r.h.s. 6 not feasible, and then 
discusses the “eflective domain” (which is {hr 1G(b) C +a}) of G. Conventions of 
this nature are a matter of taste. 
The norm used throughout our paper is lu - uY( = &, 1s -u& where u = 
(r;, ’ . . . . u,) and u’=(u{,..., tl:). Since all norms are equivalent, the use of a 
different norm would change any bounds obtained below by only a constant 
factor. We use this norm because it proved conveuient in 123, and we often cite 
results f93rn [2]. 
In what follows, we also use the notation R = [&’ ] (~01s) and B = [6(k)] (~01s). 
1. Value gaps ad quadratic dds 
We begin by stating a result (Theorem 1.2) which is useful in what follows. The 
result depends on 12, Theorem 2.1 (2)] and requires the following lemma, which is 
implicit III [S, Lemma 11. We provide a self-c-ontained proof here, since it is very 
shori; % - a generalization of the lemma belo%’ ‘9 malticriteria objective functions, 
see 183. 
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Lemma 1.1. Suppose that z” is an optimum for the linear program 
min dz, 
subject to Dz = h, 
z 20 (2 =(z*, . . . , z,)) 
(1) 
and z* 20 satisfies 
zT > 0 implies z:‘>o for j=l,...,p. 
Then if h’ = Dz*, z* is optimal for the linear program 
(2) 
min dz, 
subject to Dz = h’, 
zao. 
(1)’ 
In addition, an optimum in the dual to (1) is also optimum in the dual to (1)‘. 
Proof. The program (1) has the dual 
max Ah, 
subject to ADsd. (3) 
Let A” be an optimum to (3), so that the following complementary slackness 
condition holds: 
z”( d - A”D) = 0. f4) 
From (2), (4) we o0tain this version of complementary slackness: 
z*(d - A"D) = 0. Iiai’ 
Now (4)’ is widely known to imply that z* is optimal in (1)‘. In detail, from (4)’ 
dz* c A”Dz* - - AOh’, showing that z* is optimal in (1)’ and A” is optimal in the 
dual to (1)‘. 
Theorem 1.2. There is a constant A 3 0, independent of 6 in G!uiIP), which 
possesses the following property : 
If (x0, yO) is an optimum to the lineur programming relaxation 
min cx + dy, 
sub;ect o Ax + By = b, 
X,J-0 
and (NIIP) is consistent, there is an optimum (x’, y’) to (MIP) with 
lb’, y’) - (x”, y(‘)( s A. (5) 
an 
Proof. Let X* be the vector of ‘“integral parts” of x0, i.e., X; = LX:] for 
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’ _* 
/ 1 Ia ,***,r. Put b’= 4x* -t By”‘. By Lemma 1, (x*, y”) is optimal in the program 
min cx+dy, 
subject to Ax + By = h’, 
6) 
x, y aQ, 
x integer 
stnce it is optimal when the requirement “x integer” is dropped in (6), and yet x” 
does satisfy the integrality requirement. From [2, Theorem 2.1 
solution (xl. y’) to (MIP) lvith 
(x’, y’9 - (x”, y“Il S C(b - WI+ D 
fi independent of b, b’. Using (7), we have 
1(x’. y’9 - (x“, y”)! S 1(x”, y’)- (x”, y”)/ + 1(x*, y”) -(x”, yO)( 
c ClC(x~-- [x’r’J)&‘l+D+r 
(l)] there is a 
(7) 
By taking A to be the r,h.s. of (@, which is clearly independent of b, the theorem 
is immediate. 
In what follows, L(b) is the value function of the lineajr elaxation of (MIP), i.e,, 
k(h) is the value of the linear program (LIP) ar; a function of the r.h.s. b. Clearly, 
G(h) + L(h) when 6 is a feasible r.h,s. for (MW). The domain of L consists of 
thcw r.h.s. b for 41ic’n (I,P: i;$ con6sterjt. 
Coronas 1.3. 
sup(IG(h9- L(h)! b feasible in (MIP)}C +x. 
Proof. From t 9) and Theorem 1.2, 
G(b9-L(h9J=Ic(x’-x”9+d(y’-y0Pl 
s ICI Ix’ - #‘I+ IdI 1 y’ - ~“‘1 s ((c 1 -I- I&A < +=. 
(9) 
It in worth noting that Corollary 1.3 implies 
G(h9 - G’b’9l s iG@)-- L(b)1 + It(b) - L(,b ‘)I -t IL&b’) - G(b’)l 
where K 
S KI!J - h’J + 26, 
is any constant for which 
L(b) - Ub’)l S Klb -- b’j, 
6 is thp supremum defined in (Oj, and I5, b’ are feasible. This improves [2, 
Thecxcr ‘f 2.1 (211. in that the modulus associated with Jh e-- h’l can be taken to be 
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that of (LP), if one is willing to use 26 as a constant. Note, however, that in a 
pure-integer program (s = 0) it may still be necessary to retain a positive constant, 
if the modulus used is K of the linear program (LP). A constant of zero can be 
employed for s = 0, if the modulus is K + 28, since 16 - 6’1 Z 0 implies 16 - 6’13 1 
for integer vectors 66’. 
For a function f: S+R. S any set, we define the epigraph epi (f, by: 
epi Cf) = {(y, x) 1 x E S and y 2 f(x)}. (10) 
For a set TE: R”, conv (T) respectively clconv (7’) shall denote the convex hull 
resp. closed convex hull of T. Compare with [ 11, 141. 
Proposition 1.4. 
epi (L) = conv (epi (G)) (11) 
Proof. Since L(6) s G( 6) for 6 in the domain of G, and epi (L) is convex due to 
the convexity of the domain of L, the inclusion ( 2 ) in ( 11) is clear. 
To establish the inclusion ( E ) in (1 l), and thereby complete the proof, let 
(2, 6)~ epi (t), so that z 3 L(6). Let (x0, y”) be an optimum to (LP), so that 
f.(b) = cx”+ dy”. When 6 is rational, we can assume (x0, yO) is rational by (SA), so 
that (x0, y”) = (x*/0, y”) with x* 3 0 a vector of non-negative integers, and 0 3 1 
an integer. 
Since L(06) = DL(b), as one easily proves using Lemma E - 1, (x*, ~(‘0) is 
optimal to (LP) with r.h.s. 06, and since x* is integral, we see that (x”, ~“0) is 
also optimal to (MIP) with r.h.s. 06. Then G(06) = cx*+- D(dy”) = L(06) = 
DL(6) s 02, giving (0r,06) E epi (G). Since (0,O) E epi (G), 
(0~,06)/0 + (0,O) (0 - - 1)/0 = (z, 6) E conv (epi (G)). 
For 6 irrational and (z,6) E epi (L), we reason as follows. epi (L) is the 
projection onto its (z, b)-coordinates, of the polyhedral cone 
((z,x,y,6)~z~cx+dy,Ax+By-z6=O,x~O,y=5O} 
in rational defining inequalities. Hence, by the Finite Basis Theorem and its 
converse [111, epi (L) is also a polyhedral cone in rational defining inequalities. 
Therefore, by the Finite Basis Theorem, it is the convex span (with real multi- 
pliers) of its rational members (z, 6). Since the latter were already shown to be 
in conv (epi (G)), and conv (conv (epi (G))) = conv (epi (G)), our proof is com- 
plete. 
We next present a result which, in Rockafellar’s duality framework [12, 131, 
can be construed as a dual program for the pure integer program (IP), which is 
(MIP) for s = 0: 
min cx, 
subject to Ax = 6, 
Ax 3 0 and integer. 
(IS) 
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Let q”’ denote the ith row of A and let 6i denote the ith component of 6. The 
quadratic Lagrangean for (IP) is defined to be 
L(x.h,p)=(c-AA)x+~~(~i~-b,)2+hb (12) 
i-l 
and a dual problem for (IP) is 
where h=(h,...., A,,) E R” is a fixed vector. 
Denote the value of (IP) by o(IP) and let u(QD,) denote the quantity defined in 
IA. It is immediate that u(QD~ ) s o( IP), since for any p and any A 
inf Ux, A, p)~ inf {L(x, A, p) 1 Ax = 6, x a0 and integer} 
* AI 
rr mcg&w 
= inf (a 1 Ax = b, x 3 0 and integer} = U( IP). (13) 
Theorem 125. Suppme that (IP) is consistent, 
(i) For any AER”’ there is p(A)W such that for pap(A) we have 
I-lx*. A, p) = min L(x, A, p) (14) 
x z0 
x intcgcr 
if and only if x* is optimal in (IP). Furthermore, JP~( A) is independenr of the r. h.s. b 
in UP). in particular, o(IP),= u(QD,). 
(ii) I,ea x be an optimcrm to the linear dread 
max Ab, 
.-tibject o AA s c (1% 
of the linear programming relaxation (LP) of (IP). Then if p > G(b) - L(b), (14) for 
A = h hoUs precisely if x* is optimal in (IP). 
p’rosf, ( 1) From [2, Theorem 2.1 (2)], there is a constant E 2 0, independent of b, 
for uhich 
\G(b) - G(V)1 s &lb - 6’1 (16) 
when h’ is a feasible r.h.s. in (IP). 
No? _ that, if 6 = (6,, . . . l b,,,) and 6’ = (b;, . . ., b’,) are integer vectors then 
(17) 
13 
where 16 - 6’1 denotes the norm used in [2], specifically (see [2, eq. (l.l)]) 
Ill-b’[= r J6i -b[l. 
i= I 
Put p(A) = 1+ e + 1~1: Thlen from (16) and (17), we have, for any vector x 2 0 of 
integers and p 2 p(A), 
L(x, A, p)=cx+A(b-Ax)+pf (ai.X-6ij2 
i=l 
>G(b’)+A(b-b’)+p(b-6’1 
~G(6)-~~6-6’(--~A~(6-6’(+p~6-6’~ 
> G(6) (19) 
if 6’ # 6, where 6’ = Ax; while if 6’ = 6, we have 
L(x, A, p) = cx 3 G(b) (20) 
Now a non-negative integer vector x* is optimal in (IP) if and only if 6’ = 6 and 
cx*= G(6). Hence by (20) if x* is optimal, L(x, A, p) = G(6); while if x* is not 
optimal, we have L(x, A, p)‘> G(6) by (19), (20). Therefore, (14) holds if and only 
if X* is optimal in (IP), as cUaimed. 
Regarding the “particular,” from (19) and (20) we have, for large p, 
inf (L(x, A, p) 1 x 20 and integer}= G(6)= v(IP) by (19), (20). Since u(QD,)s 
u(IP), this shows that u(QD,) = u(IP), 
(2) Suppose that p>G(6)-f+(b). L,et ~20 be an integer vector. 
If b’= Ax is different from 6, we obtain 
L(x, x, p) = (c -1A)x +pc (6, - 6;j2+j16 
aO+p+L(b) (21) 
> G(6). 
(In (21), we have used the fact that c - 1.4 3 0 and A6 = L(6)). If 6’ = 6, we obtain 
(20). 
Using (20), (21.) as we used (19), (20) in proving the first part, we establish the 
present claim. 
Rockafellar obtained a result of the type Theorem 1 S(1) for convex programs 
(see [13, Theorem 3.51). Our result is, of course easier to prove if the vector x is 
bivalent or bounded in (IP). Theorem 1.5(2) is also more elementary than 
Theorem 1.5( 1), since it does not require the proximity results of [2], while still 
indicating a choice x of A for which p(A) is likely to be smaller than for general A. 
As a con!-,equence of Theorem 1.5, the value of the “quadratic dual” 
ma:x max inf L( x, A, p) (QW kERrn pa) x30 x integer 
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is o(IP). Here the analogy to cirdinary linear programming duality is easier to see, 
since firing p = 0 one easily establishes that the program 
max inf L(x, A, 0) = max inf L(x, A, 0) 
AE11” x ZMI AER~ x=0 
x integer 
(22) 
is the usual linear programming dual to (LP) for s = 0. However, since A can be 
fixed in (QD) while still having o(IP) = u(QDA), the dual (QD) actually has many 
features of a penalty method. 
2. Sabrdiditive dual programs 
We recall that a function F is subadditive on a domain S if 
F(v+w)s qv)+F(w) (23 
is an identity for o, w E S (see [S, 6,9]). Typically, S is required to have 0 E S and 
to be closed under addition. In what follows.- we take S to be the set of all feasible 
r.h.s. for (IP), which is readily verified to possess these properties. A particular 
class of subadditive functions are those which are non-negative and bounded: 
]E = (F is subadditive on S 1 F(o)I a0 for all II E S and sup (F(U) 1 v E S)< +w} (24) 
We shall also need the concept of the upper directional derivative (at zero) of a 
subadditive function F (see [6<, 93): 
r(c) = lim sup (F(hv)/h 1 A LO’}. (25) 
‘3’~ recall MO results from previous work; the first can be proven directly. 
Lemma 2.1. (See [6]). If F, and F2 are subadditive on S, so is F, + F2. In 
particular, for any subadditive function F and any A E IV”. the function G defined by 
G(v) = ho + F(v) (26) 
is subadditive on S. 
Lemma 2.2. (See [6]). If G is subadditive on S, t&n 
i G(U”‘)Xj + i G(btk’)yk a G(b) 
j=l k-l 
for any feasible solufion (x, y ) to (MIP). 
We shall also need one more lemma. 
(27) 
‘Lernr~ 2.3. lf F is a ctorz-negative, subadditive function on S, and 6 2 0 is any 
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scalar, then the function H defined by 
H(v) = min {F(v), 8) 
is in the class C of (24). 
128) 
Pkoof. Let U, w E S. If F(v) 3 S or if F(w) 2 S, (28) gives 
H(v + w) s S s H(v) + H(w) (29) 
as F is non-negative. If F(v) and F(w) are <S, then 
H(v + w) 5 F(v + w) s F(v) + F(w) = H(v) + H(w). (30) 
Since the two cases (29), (30) are exhaustive of the possibilities, H is subadditive. 
Clearly H is non-negative, and H is bounded by S; hence HE C. 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that (MIP) is consistent. 
Let A be any feasible solution for the dual 
max Ab, 
subject to AA SC, (DLP) 
to (LP). Then 
max 
the subadditive program 
Ab + F( 6) 
ha”’ + F( a(j)) s Cj, i = 1, . . . , v (D, ) 
Abck’+F’(b’k’)Sdk, k = 1,. . . , s 
FEC 
has the value u(MIP) of (MIP), and moreover for any feasible solution (x, y) to 
(MIP) and any feasible solution F to (D,), we have (27) for G as defined in (26). 
Proof. The bound (27) is simply a consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. This 
bound also shows that F(b)+ Ab s v(MIP) for F feasible in (D,), as G(a(j)) s Cj 
and G(btk)) S dk for all j, k. 
It suflices to prove that there is a solution H to (D,) with Ab + H(b) > v(MIP). 
To this end, put 
&)=inf{(c-AA)x+(d-AB);J 1 Ax+By=u,x, yHandx integer}. (31) 
F is subadditive since it is a value function (see [6]) and F is non-negative since 
c-AA20 and d-ABaO. 
Let (x0, yO) be a feasible solution to (MIP) v+h F(b) = (c - AA)x”+(d - AB)y’ 
((x0, y”) exists by [lo] since c - AA 3 0 and d - AB 2 0 implies that F(b) of (3 1) is 
bounded below by zero). We have u( MHP) G cx” + dy” and also 
&‘+ dy” = (c - AA)x”+ (d - AB)y”+ AAx”+ ABy” 
= F(b)+ Ab. (32) 
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Set M(~)==min{F(u),F(b)). Then u(MIP)~H(~)+A~, as H(b)=F(lp). By 
Lemma 1.8, HE 2. We nezd onl’y prove that H is a feasible solution t.o (D,), and 
we are done. 
However, H(V) s F(o) for all ZJ. Hence H(&‘) s F(a’j’) s Cj - ha”’ for all j, and 
fi(gtk)) s &J(“) s & - Ab”) for all k, the latter by (25). Indeed, H is feasible in 
(Dn. )g 
As a consequence of Theorem 2.4, if we define a dual program (D) to be (D,) 
with A treated as a variable, we again have equality of values u(D) = u(MIP). 
Indeed, for any feasible solution A, F to D, since FE 2 it is easy to show that A is 
a solution to (DLP), and Theorem 2.4 applies. The pro04 of Theorem 2.4 shows 
that, by choosing A = i, with h an optimum in (DLP), we can take F in (D,-) to 
have an upper bound equal to the “integrality gap” G(6) - L(6). This is the 
smallest bound possible on F for any of the dual programs (D,). 
Clearly, information on the gcxp function GP(6) = G(6) - L(6) is of value. By 
Corollary 1.3, it is a bounded, non-negative function. 
From this point of the paper on, we give results but omit their proofs; full 
details are in our earlier technical report [3]. 
Examples easily show that the gap function GP(6) is not subadditive on the 
domain of ali! feasible r.h.s. 6 (see e.g., [3, pp. 15-161). Nevertheless, GP(6) is 
subadditive on certain subdomains of the domain of G, and our next results clarify 
the precise nature of this restricted subadditivity. 
Put 
Si = (b E S 1 h is optimal in the dual program (DLP) to (LP)} (33) 
For any specific 6% S, there is some h optimal in (DLP). By Lemma 1 .l, i is still 
optimal in (DLP) for all 6 E S such that 6 is a non-negative combination of the 
columns which have positive variables in an optimal solution to (LIP) with r.h.s. 6”. 
In specific, i is still optimal in (DLP) for any r.h.s. 6 which the optimal linear 
programming basis for r.h.s. 6” is still feasible, and hence if such a 6 E S then also 
6~s~. 
Information on the sets S,-, as well as the important global question of how they 
“trt together,” is given in the next result. In what follows, dim (T) is the dimension 
of a set T; faces of polyhedra are defined in [I 1, 141. 
Theorem 2.5. Let CY, f3 be optima in the dual program (DLP) for (possibly distinct) 
r.h.s. 6. 
(1) conv (S=) is u polyhedral cone, and conv (S,) n S = S,, 
(2) conv (S,) n conv ($J is u face (possibly empty) of both con\: (S,) and 
conv (S,). 
2.6. If i is an optimum to (DLP), then GP is subudditive on SE;. In fact, 
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for b E S,- we have 
GP(b) = min {(c -xA)x +(d -AB)y 1 Ax +By = 6, x, y 20 and x integer} (34) 
We conclude with an alternate representation of the gap function GP as the 
finite limit of value iteration applied to any “initial” non-negative subadditive 
function F,, = F which does not exceed GP, and show that, at each step of value 
iteration, the current subadditive function F, (see below) is “improved” (see 
Theorem 2.8). The specific value iteration here is the one corresponding to a 
shortest-path problem in a certain graph, as formulated in a dynamic program- 
ming context; we next describe the graph, which is closely related to Gomory’s 
“round-off-problem” [5] and involves enumeration on the non-basic variables of 
an 1.~. tableau. 
Let the linear programming relaxation of (IP) be solved as described previously, 
and let A = [U : V] be partitioned into basic and non-basic columns. Note that 
(IP) is equivalent o 
min 
subject to 
c”6+ (cv - C”A)X,, 
x”+Ax”=6, 
%_h xv 20 and integer 
UP)’ 
where A = U-’ V and 6 = U’b. By dual optimality, we have y = cv - c,A a0. 
For notational purposes, we write the columns of bi as follows: 
A = [a”‘, a’*‘, . . . , $“] (35) 
where t = r- m > 0. Clearly, 6> 0. Note that J_,,(& -2 cJ3-‘6 = c$. In what fo!- 
lows, we assume 6 E S, i.e., (IP) is consistent. 
The node set P of the graph G = (P, E) consists of all vectors v E R” having a 
representation 
j=l 
where the pj are integers and u is a vector of integers. 44s regards the edge set E 
of G = (P, E), a directed arc (v, w) exists for v, w k P if and only if either 
v=ii(j)+w forsomej=l,...,t (37a) 
v=ek+w forsomeunitvectorek,k=l,...,m. (37b) 
In (37a)? thetlength of this arc is rj, the jth component of y. In (37b), the length of 
this arc is zero. (If multiple arcs exist from v to w, these can be replaced by one 
possessing minimum length). Clearly, the set P is a group under addition and 
60. 
In addition to nodes and edges, there is a distinguished subset T C_ P of the set 
of nodes P, consisting of those u E P which are vectors of non-negative integers. 
Clearly, T# $9, 6~ P, and there is a path from LE P to T, since if (x”,, :;$) is a 
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feasible solution to (IP), then 6 -= X: + Ax$ shows 6~ P and X: = ~-AX*, de- 
scribes a path from b to X:E T. More generally, there is a path from U-‘U E P to 
T if and only if (IP) is consistent with r.h.s. ZJ. 
Let W(u) be the length of a shortest path from v to T, for u E P, where we set 
UZ(v) = +a if no path exists from v E P to 7’. 
Let i be the optimum in the linear dual to (IP)‘. 
Proposition 27. Zf v E S,-, then G(v) = Azj + LH( U- ’ v) and 
LH(U-‘v) = GP(v) (3% 
The following is a value-iteration scheme which begins at an “initial function” 
F,, = F defined on P. Given F,,, we obtain F,+, ‘0~: 
F,+,(v) = I 0, 
if v E T, 
min {yj + F,,(V -ii”‘)}, if V& T. 
(39) 
In what follows, for two functions F and G, we shall write F s G to abbreviate 
F(v)s G(v) for all v E Z? 
Theorem 2.8. If F. = F is a subadditive function and 0 s F s LH, then every F, 
defined by (39) is subadditive and F, s LH. Also, 
fi,cF,sZ+... (40) 
Zf, in addition, the vector y is strictly positive, then for some finite N we have 
FN(v) - LH(m) (41) 
whenever v E SK. 
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